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From ice cone wrappers and paper for lamination 
to pouches and tea bag envelopes. Discover our 
portfolio of flexible packaging solutions. Uncoated 
and produced from 100% virgin fibre.  We also deliver 
paper optimised for waterbased inkjet.
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Crown Letsgo Nero XF

The future of flexible packaging is here
More and more brand owners are discovering the benefits of using paper over 
plastic for flexible packaging. Paper is suitable for both analogue and digital 
print, sustainable, thin, strong, and food-safe. Our portfolio offers a wide range 
of solutions, either with a matt finish or a natural shine through soft calandering. 
We also have many options for applications where paper is laminated with 
aluminium or other materials.

Crown Van Gelder is looking for partners to push the boundaries of what is 
possible with paper. With a hands-on and practical mindset, we are exploring 
new ground to find exciting opportunities. Think digital print, barrier coatings, 
and alternative fibres to further reduce the environmental impact of packaging. 
So get in touch and let’s talk!
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70 83 125 9.5 / 4.9

75 89 120 10.3 / 5.3

80 93.5 115 10.8 /5.5

Crown Aluliner Z
Uncoated, smooth paper for flexible packaging or laminated multilayer packaging. 

Special features Good smoothness, good stiffness and natural shade.

CIE Whiteness 80
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Crown Aluliner V
Uncoated, extra smooth paper for flexible packaging or laminated multilayer packaging. 
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75 85 175 10.5 / 5.5

80 89 170 11.6 / 5.9

90 102 170 12.3 / 6.8

Special features High smoothness and natural shade.

CIE Whiteness 80

CERTIFICATO N.00/000.

CIE Whiteness  ISO 11475

Basisweight ISO 536

Caliper ISO 534

Bekk Smoothness Topside ISO 5627

Tensile MD/CD  ISO 1924-3 = On request
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Crown Flexform
Versatile, strong paper for flexible packaging. Also suitable for lamination and extrusion. 
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weight 
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s

50 67 55 6.5 / 3.4

60 78 50 7.7 / 3.9

Special features Strong, light basepaper

CIE Whiteness 139

CERTIFICATO N.00/000.

CIE Whiteness  ISO 11475

Basisweight ISO 536

Caliper ISO 534

Bekk Smoothness Topside ISO 5627

Tensile MD/CD  ISO 1924-3

Crown Letsgo Nero XF
Paper for flexible packaging. Developed for water-based inkjet print.
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Bekk Smoothness 
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50 56 170 6.5 / 3.0

Special features Specialized for waterbased inkjet, both pigment and Dye inks

CIE Whiteness 114



Sustainability and digital developments 
are changing paper dynamics

Technical know-how to unlock 
paper potential

Thriving on making our 
paper deliver

The move towards a sustainable and digital society greatly 
impacts the role of paper in different market segments. 
To successfully market products, paper processors 
continuously need to overcome specific technical 
challenges.

Accurately specified papers are only the starting point of 
a successful new product. Ensuring that the paper reaches 
its full potential on processing equipment truly adds value. 
Delivering the technical expertise needed to make this 
happen, is what sets Crown Van Gelder apart.

To ensure you extract optimal value from our papers, 
Crown Van Gelder offers expert support on-site. 
Together, we work on making our paper deliver the 
best possible results on your equipment. In addition, 
we often tailor our paper to specific customer 
requirements.

Our segment experts understand the specifics of 
different production systems and end-products. 
In constant dialogue with customers and other 
stakeholders such as equipment manufacturers, we 
continue building our knowledge. This results in 
innovations that set new market standards.

For inkjet printing, we offer color management services, 
contributing to machine uptime and optimal ink 
consumption.

Eendrachtsstraat 30, 1951 AZ PO Box 30, 1950 AA Velsen-Noord, NL

Need  advice?

Please don’t hesitate to contact our product 
managers regarding any questions. 

Customer service

Eric Koops
Product manager label and packaging

eric.koops@cvg.nl 
+31 6 839 66 834

+31 (0)251 262233
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